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From The Pen Of Angela
Dear Researchers,

competition can never be underestimated.
Finally, they give legitimacy to the writing
endeavour by being as immovable in your
diary as giving a lecture or attending
committee meetings.

Hello and welcome to the last Women and
Research newsletter for 2015!
I write this editorial as we approach the end of
semester, in a week where I am busy finalising
conference attendance, overseas travel and
gearing up for Christmas decorations arriving in
stores (earlier every year, I’m sure of it!). I
found my thoughts turning, introspectively, to
the year that was. What (if anything) have I
actually learned?
In a nutshell, here are my 2015 lessons:
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1)

Research grants are not about science.
Research grants are about sales.

2)

The person in charge of your career is you.
Want something? Promotion, a grant,
sabbatical, improved teaching scores or an
award? Specify it, write it down and work
out what you have to do to make it
happen. Only you can.

3)

Sign on for funding alerts. Most of us
receive alerts for articles related to our
primary research topics, funding alerts can
highlight opportunities you might not find
for yourself. And the alerts can often be
tied directly into your calendar too.

4)

The best friendly reviewers are outside
your discipline. Someone in your own
discipline might infer missing information
or make leaps across the holes in your
argument. If someone outside your
discipline understands what you are doing
and why, it's a much stronger piece.

5)

Writing groups and Writing retreats work.
Three reasons why. First, they provide a
dedicated space in which to write.
Participants are focussed on writing and it
becomes habitual. Second, the motivation
and
encouragement
from
friendly

6)

Collaborations are critical: but enter into
them carefully and thoughtfully. Discuss
authorship, expectations, responsibilities,
research program strategy and milestones.
Revisit those discussion topics as often as
you need. Put it all in writing.

7)

Abstracts are key. Start with the abstract
for any new project. Paint a picture for
your audience (does it wow them?), what
is your argument, why is this work
important (conceptually or theoretically
grounded). Write abstracts like a journalist,
not as an academic. You don't know how
long you've got their attention for, assume
it's short, write for upfront impact and
leave off the question marks.

8)

Gantt Charts rule. They force us to see the
research program or project as a whole,
they signpost to boards or review
committees that we are on track, and they
signal an expectation of control.

This issue we hear from Associate Professor
Victoria Haskins on the Sisyphean trajectory of
administration and university service and what
it can cost us, recently graduated Dr Carla
Ferraro tells us about her PhD journey, we
interview Dr Tseen Khoo of Research Whisperer
fame and we finish with some thoughts on
academic networking and my recent
experiences with the dialogical conference
format.
It’s a bumper final issue! I hope you enjoy it.
That’s it from me. Have a lovely rest of 2015.
Warm regards,

Angela
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It’s a Trap! It’s a Trap! by Associate Professor Victoria Haskins

Love research but
on a Sisyphean
trajectory of
administration or
governance or
university service?
Work-life balance? No,
administration-research
balance!

I recently returned home from a few days
away at the major conference in my field,
bathed in that pleasant after-glow of mingling
with fellow researchers and writers, restored
in that gratifying feeling of being in the right
career after all … only to be brutally shaken
out of my contentment by opening my email
in-box.
It wasn’t that I hadn’t looked at it the whole
time I’d been away - truly it wasn’t. It was
just that as the mounting barrage of emails
had all been coming in, I’d give it just a quick
glance to check for the absolutely urgent
ones and then picked up and heaved the rest
into the ‘to-do’ folder awaiting my return.
Now, confronting this small bristling
mountain of administrivia, I could feel my
golden glow rapidly congealing …
This is the kind of experience that would be
familiar to many I’m sure. People who came
into university because we loved to do
research, but found ourselves on the
Sisyphean trajectory of administration, or
governance, or university service (in the real
world, it would be called middlemanagement). The challenge I’m constantly
facing is not so much maintaining work-life
balance, as administration-research balance.
I was asked to take up the position of Deputy
Head of School (Teaching & Learning) as I
returned to my regular academic position
after a truly blissful four years on a researchonly fellowship (as a researcher in the
humanities, these are rarer than hens’ teeth).
The incumbent had been moved up to a more
senior administrative role in the Faculty and
there was hardly a queue of people lining up
to take on this role.

We all need solid,
unbroken ‘maker
time’
Make time for actual
writing—not as easy as it
sounds

It was generally acknowledged to be a lot of
hard and mostly thankless work overseeing
all things teaching and learning for around 75
continuing academic staff in more than ten
different disciplines, teaching into again more
than ten, closer to twenty, different
undergraduate and postgraduate coursework
‘programs’ (degrees).
Why did I accept? (I have asked myself.)
Factors included the car park sweetener the
job came with, a sense of duty/obligation
after my deliriously good fortune, and, let’s
be honest, the hope that it might count for
something that mattered for promotion. But I
had serious reservations, revolving around
whether I might find that I could balance the
demands of administrative management with
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my research activities.
When I started I was aware that these kinds
of roles are often seen as a trap for women in
academia. I remain aware of the dangers
(maybe even more so). There’s the glass
ceiling as women rise to the level of these
positions and there they stop, regarded as
conscientious and reliable people managers,
who simply cannot be replaced. There’s the
ongoing sexist attitude, that these kinds of
mid-level managerial jobs - especially the
teaching and learning focused ones - are
more ‘naturally’ suited to women, and
therefore less valued and respected. And
then if you have children (as I do) and are the
primary carer (as I am) it’s recognised that
the day-to-day demands of these jobs also
create an extra burden on the home life in
the way that teaching and research do not.
And it’s not just a problem for women - the
toll on anyone’s research is known to be high.
The need to be instantly available to
everyone upwards and downwards in the
administrative hierarchy considerably inhibits
the chance to make serious research
headway. Recently I read about the clash
between ‘manager’ time and ‘maker’ time
(Paul Graham). In administration, you’re on
‘manager’ time. As a researcher, you want
‘maker’ time. And ‘snack writing’ (writing in
small pieces of time snatched between here
and there) won’t really cut it over the long
haul if there’s no serious ‘maker’ time in
there as well.
I was fortunate, and I knew it, in that I came
into the role after four years of solid,
unbroken ‘maker’ time. On top of an already
solid track record I had an edited book in
progress and a couple of other pieces in
submission, and I could squeeze the scraps of
time I needed to work on these over the first
year of my administrative position. I also had
a new research project, and quickly varied the
original grant, to get an extension and allow
me to pay for research assistance. I also had
two book contracts. For them I just needed to
make time for the actual writing - not quite
as easy as that sounds - and I also had
material for various smaller pieces. I actually
managed to complete one of the books
earlier this year and it’s now with the editors
at the publishing house. The other, which
requires significantly more effort, has had to
be ‘re-scheduled’ - it’s now well over a year
behind deadline. But I’m working on it!
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Years ago, as a single mother PhD student, I
had to get up at 5am (before baby) and work
till 7am. Since then, this is the one habit that
I’ve found I need to stick with. I learned too,
though only after about 10 months as a
Deputy Head, to schedule daily research-time
into my calendar diary and then guard it as if
it was a regular class (or committee meeting).
I need to schedule this research time early
too - early in the day and, for pressing
research tasks, early in the week. This leaves
the back-end of my work days and of the
week for meetings and everything else, to
concentrate on the administrative work, and
enjoy the social interaction (and even some
of the fiddling around!) that is required.
Collaboration has been a boon. The aforementioned book I got off to the publisher
was, not incidentally, a co-authored effort not the one with the ridiculous extensions,
mind you. Collaborating with colleagues on
research grant applications has been another
survival tactic that has paid off well in this
position. Collaborating doesn’t actually halve
the work but it definitely reduces it. And
having someone else to answer to when a
deadline is looming is as motivating when
you’re doing research, as it is when you’re

compiling a report on attrition rates (say).
With six months left to go in the position I can
say it’s a serious challenge but in fact its not
impossible to maintain your research
momentum in a demanding administrative
role - at least a mid-level role. Administrative
work is certainly not enough on its own to
propel your career forward - even if it was
perfectly satisfying in itself. For me, doing
research was why I came into academia in the
first place and it remains the part of the
career that gives me a deep sense of purpose
and satisfaction. But keeping our own
research alive and humming is quite a feat. It
takes planning (make sure you have some
serious research data already to be working
on), discipline, organisation, a willingness to
work with colleagues, and most of all an
unshakeable determination to keep pushing
on. And if sometimes you feel like you’re
drowning, you have to manage to convince
yourself that, after all, waving can also keep
you afloat pretty well.

Daily research time
has to be scheduled
into the diary
And guarded as if it was a
class or committee meeting

Editor’s Note: Associate Professor Haskins is
from the School of Humanities and Social
Science at the University of Newcastle
Callaghan NSW. For more information please
visit: https://www.newcastle.edu.au/profile/
victoria-haskins

Associate Professor
Victoria Haskins
(photo credit: ajm photo)

“"
When do you find time to work out?"

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing
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A Doctorate At Last! by Dr Carla Ferraro
As a recent PhD graduate, it is timely to
reflect on the journey and share my
experience and lessons learnt along the way.

Looking back, I was
naïve and had little
idea of what was
ahead
But with enough curiosity,
determination and support, I
did it!

I’ll start by saying that the nature of my PhD
journey was far from standard - well,
compared to the rest of my cohort! I was in
my 30s and a decade into a commercial
research career, which started in the
advertising industry and progressed to a
commercial research unit in the Department
of Marketing, Monash University. So when my
motivation to undertake a PhD kicked in, I
wasn’t in a position to switch to part time
work and make room for studies. This meant
that I had to convince myself, as well as my
supervisors and Head of Department, that I
could work full time and manage a PhD!
Although taking on the PhD part time, I was
also determined to complete it in the full
time equivalent of three years.
My motivation arose from working in a
commercial research role within an academic
institution. This experience highlighted just
how well these two worlds could align and I
wanted to carry this balance forward in my
career: combining academic research
advances with business relevance, practicality
and strategy. Along these lines, my PhD
research project was applied and involved
working with an industry partner. This meant
I also had ongoing commercial commitments
to the partner, like reports and presentations.
Thankfully, one of Australia’s largest retail
chains was interested and together we
developed a longitudinal field experiment.
Although excited about the opportunity to
deliver real business insight, I didn’t really
know if the project would run according to
plan, let alone what I would find!

Dr Carla Ferraro

Broadly, my research measured the impact of
store refurbishment on customer reactions
over time. The study involved a longitudinal
quasi-experiment, with two retail stores that
underwent major refurbishment and two
matched control stores. A customer panel
was drawn from the retailer’s loyalty program
to collect data for each individual. In brief, I
found that store refurbishment success relies
in part on consideration of the store’s
baseline standard (the condition of the store
prior to refurbishment) and key attributes
that optimise its overall impact. For retailers,
this insight explains why some store
refurbishments are more successful than
others and highlights the most important
elements to refurbish.
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Looking back, I was naïve and had little idea
of what was ahead undertaking a PhD in this
way. I often think that if I knew then what I do
now, I may have taken a different path! But
with enough curiosity, determination and
support, I did it! Not only did I complete my
research project and thesis in under three
years, but my thesis was examined without
any changes! I was also promoted shortly
after completion and was recently awarded
the 2014 Emerald/EFMD Outstanding
Doctoral Research Award (Marketing
Research). My industry partner was also very
pleased with the findings and they are
currently integrating these into their store
refurbishment strategy. The CEO also said ‘the
research provided new insights that have
informed our strategic direction ‘.
My lessons:
1) Find your balance
Find the right work-life-study balance. Given
my circumstances, I focused my whole life
around the PhD. I treated it as an extension of
my job into many evenings and weekends.
Friday night and Saturday were dedicated to
socialising and any other spare time to relax.
Although my week was entirely structured, it
kept me focused, motivated and building
momentum. BUT I highly recommend
building in things outside of the PhD. I love
eating out for breakfast and exercising so I
would often plan my social catch-ups as these
activities. However, don’t take too much time
out of the PhD as finding your way back can
waste a lot of time.
2) Choose your supervisors wisely
A positive PhD journey is somewhat
dependent on the supervisory team. Not only
did I receive an abundance of professional
support, but my supervisors took the time to
get to know ME and what I wanted from the
PhD. My supervisors also had commercial
research experience themselves so really
understood the journey I chose. You need to
identify the type of supervision you need
early on and choose supervisors accordingly.
For me, this involved common research
interests and relevant expertise, but also the
willingness to provide emotional support (I
need this at times!). It is also important to be
comfortable to let your supervisors see you at
your best and worst and ask silly questions
along the way - the process inevitably takes
you there! I think that this makes us better
supervisors ourselves. The last thing is to
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remember that for supervisors, a student’s
PhD is just one part of their job; for students,
it is the most important part of their life. This
perspective helps to clarify roles and settle
supervision expectations.
3) Be inspired by your topic and frame a
broader scope
Take the time to decide what you're really
interested in researching, but like most
choices, it's important to think broadly in
focusing this interest. My advice is to choose
a topic that interests and inspires you
professionally and personally. It is also useful
to choose a topic that is also aligned with the
research interests and inspirations of your
supervisors or vice versa.
In scoping your project, don’t just think about
your PhD topic, but on an early career
researcher project horizon. What parts or
projects within your topic can be carved out
for the thesis and what can lead to publishing
opportunities thereafter? If you find
something you're really into, explore it and
think about how a set of 1 to 3 projects can
come together in a common theme for
writing a series of publications after the
thesis. For me, this involved measuring the
impact of store refurbishment on employees
over time.
4) Read, read, read and then write, write,
write
Once you have settled on a topic, read as
much as you can about it in the academic
literature and trade press. Even if you feel
knowledgeable in the area, read and start
writing down unexplored ideas. Think of it
scientifically and practically and how you’re
going to research it. Be systematic where
possible, which helps to bring all the pieces
together in the long run. Once you’ve read
widely, its time to start writing! I found that
the most productive way to write is in blocks each time you take a break you interrupt your
train of thought and lose valuable ideas!
I also found it useful to write my thesis from
the beginning, even if chapters evolved in
entirely new ways. Writing thoughts and
ideas down brings clarity, focus and direction!
But it also helps to document the journey and
take the load off pulling it all together at the
end. By no means does developing the thesis
along the way mean it has to be a perfect
piece of work, but more like a working draft
to finalise. It is also useful to keep a notebook
in your bag and by your bed as great thoughts
and ideas can flow at unexpected times and
tend to not stay in your head for long.

5) Set realistic milestones and hold yourself
accountable
It is important to decide what you want to
achieve, by when and map it all out. The key
question is: What do you need to do to finish
the thesis? Seek clarity from your supervisors
about the goals you need to achieve as well
as short, medium and long-term milestones. I
remember starting my PhD and thinking that
3 years is a long time and that there will be
plenty of time to get it done... But this is not
the case, and 3 years flew by. Also break your
research project and thesis down into bitesize pieces and finish one task at a time. An
intermediate milestone like ‘Complete Phase
X by December’ can still feel overwhelming if
it is a big project with many moving parts.
And it is all too easy to procrastinate because
the task seems so big that you don’t know
where to start. A weekly milestone, which can
then be chunked down into daily pieces (I had
top 3 outcomes for each day to get the most
important tasks done), is less intimidating and
more realistic than a 6-month milestone.
Plus, you are much more likely to achieve
your goal when the means to do so are within
reach. Also important is to write your
milestones up somewhere so you can see
them and keep yourself on track and
ultimately accountable. I shared mine with
my supervisors so they too could keep me
accountable!

Be inspired by your
topic and frame a
broader scope
What are you really
interested in researching?
What inspires you—
professionally and personally

6) Stay optimistic
It is difficult at times to remain positive. For
example, when funding for travel or data
collection isn’t approved, your results are the
opposite of what you were expecting or
you’ve received feedback on a chapter that
basically says ‘This is rubbish!’. It’s ok to have
a rant and cry about it, but be careful not to
let it hold you back or beat you down for too
long. Another important lesson is that these
barriers are actually learning curves in that
they encourage critical reflection to
understand and identify what to do
differently in the future. Remaining positive
(even if you don’t feel overly positive!) rather
than dwelling on problems makes it much
easier to progress and evolve your research.
7) Compare yourself to yourself
Every PhD student’s journey is different: the
timing of enrolment, nature of our topics and
projects, and even structure of the thesis. So
it’s important not to directly compare
yourself to another student and assess your
performance or progress on this basis. Your
journey is unique, and although you should
seek guidance and take inspiration from other
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Dr Carla Ferraro
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students, don’t use their status as a
benchmark for yourself - compare yourself to
yourself!
8) Enjoy the journey
As a PhD student, you must enjoy the journey
and experiences along the way. Perhaps this
is easy for me to say now that I have finished,
but I have grown in many different ways since
starting my PhD. Firstly, I have become a
confident researcher. I am more confident in
networking and presenting within academia,
something I used to fear but now know is
such a valuable asset.
I have exceeded my own expectations of what
I can achieve and I am very proud of the work
I have carried out and the skills I have
developed and acquired as part of this
journey.
This is probably the most important lesson I
have learned and I’m sure other PhD students
feel the same. As with anything, there will
always be lows, but that just makes the highs

Enjoy the journey
A PhD represents a unique
opportunity to grow in many
different ways
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much more enjoyable!
Beyond a test of professional limits as a
young aspiring academic, a PhD is a huge
personal test. This is why completing a PhD is
both personally and professionally rewarding.
Of course, looking back on the PhD journey at
this point blends the highs and the lows into
one overwhelming sense of achievement but I’m sure this is common among many
graduates. And as they say, ‘great things don’t
come easily’.
From here, I plan to take this outlook into my
publishing journey. One of my supervisors
told me early on: ‘A PhD is one of the hardest
pieces of research you will ever undertake in
your academic career. But if your PhD is your
best work, then you will fail as an academic –
it is the right to academia and the foundation
of all your future work…’
Editor’s Note: Dr Carla Ferraro is a Senior
Research Fellow within the Department of
Marketing and Associate Director (Research)
at ACRS. For more information please visit:
http://monash.edu/research/people/profiles/
profile.html?sid=8707&pid=4061
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Interview with Dr Tseen Khoo
1) What is the best piece of advice you have
received so far and why?
The best piece of research advice I’ve ever
received (and followed, mostly) is ‘Done is
better than perfect‘. Perfectionism is a
procrastinating behaviour and, in many cases,
an excuse not to follow through on the risk of
submitting that journal paper, or grant
application, or conference abstract.
If you never feel it’s just perfect, then you
can’t hand it over, so never completing
anything is a sign of what a quality scholar
you are, right? So wrong! Especially these
days when building that intellectual trackrecord is even more essential to moving onto
larger stages for projects and promotions.
The advice is also useful because it makes you
think about what it is you’re trying to do with
your work. If you want your academic work to
be a part of a broader disciplinary debate,
then it needs to be out there and in the
conversation, not gathering dust on your
overcrowded desk!
2) What was the most important lesson you
have learned in your academic career? And
why?
It took a long time, and I still have lapses, but
I think the most important lesson I’ve learned
would be that you should never compare
your career with others. Everyone chooses
different ways through their work lives, and
it’s unconstructive - sometimes destructive to ‘benchmark’ yourself against your
colleagues’ careers. I’m not talking here
about what an average track-record should
be and aiming to hit that mark. I’m talking
about the ‘I did my PhD with that person!
They’re a full Prof now - where did I go
wrong…?’ dynamic. Usually, it just leads to a
spiral of negativity.
I’d say linear paths are still held up as the
most desirable, though academic career
paths are often varied, and rarely as
straightforward as we’re encouraged to
believe. I had viewed my migration into and
out of academia over the years as a
weakness, something that I need to make up
for, but I’m realising that it actually makes me
better and stronger in my current role overall.
It also gives me a much better, broader
understanding of universities and how they
work, one that’s far beyond what a focus only
on the academic side would have offered.
I made many of my career choices with my

family in mind, and I have no doubt it has had
significant,
long-term
effects
(mostly
negative, given the academic attitudes we live
with). I wouldn’t change the choices I’ve
made, but I’d very much like to change the
culture of our workplaces where having a life
appears to interfere with career progression.
3) How do you manage your time?

Perfectionism is
procrastinating
behaviour

I always plan with time buffers in place,
allowing more time than I think things will
take, and I’ve tried to train myself to take my
own deadlines seriously. This includes making
myself more accountable.

Never completing anything is
not the sign of a quality
scholar, your work needs to
get ‘out there’ and be shown
off

These buffers of time are what save you at
major
crunch-times
around
grant
applications, manuscript hand-overs, and
presentations. It’s the difference between just
buckling down for an extra day or two (during
average work times) and having to pull allnighters in the lead-up to the deadline.
Missing real deadlines (e.g. for a funding
body) has effects that are beyond just me,
too, and I’m all too aware of the other
support people who get dragged along with
you should you be late or don’t submit.
There’s also a fair amount of re-training that
had to take place for me because academics
seem to pride themselves on working stupid
hours. We all know that you can’t do good
work (especially thinking work) when slogging
away 24/7, yet that’s the day-to-day working
model for many. I was a research-only fellow
for many years and that totally spoilt me - I
had the luxury of focusing on my research all
the time.
These days, a big part of my time
management planning is getting better at
saying ‘no’. It’s a constant challenge,
especially if fabulous chances to work with
people I admire come up, but I’m quite good
at it now. I know that Future Tseen will
definitely thank me.
4) How do you manage stress?
Sometimes badly! But I’ve become better at
managing stress over time because of several
elements:


Having more experience with different
kinds of deadlines and being able to
judge time commitments better;



Quickly deciding whether I’m channeling
the stress constructively (towards action
and momentum - so, keep it up for a bit
longer) or not (towards a generalised

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

Dr Tseen Khoo
Lecturer, Research Education
and Development team,
Graduate Research School, La
Trobe University
Co-creator of The Research
Whisperer
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worry but no direct action - so, stop it);


(I hate to say this, but it’s true!) Feeling
able to wing it with more confidence and
integrity than when I was an early career
researcher.

5) What do you consider your career
highlight? The biggest/best one. And why?
One of the wins I’ve had in my research life
was being awarded the Monash University
Research Fellowship. It was a research-only 5year fellowship with generous project funding
each year - it was a Holy Grail achievement
for me at the time. I look back on it now and
get nostalgic. It was at a time before I realised
how naïve I was to think that I could construct
a career in the humanities as a research-only
academic!

The irony of all this is that I managed to
secure an ongoing academic job, and get back
into a space where I could have some focus
on research, on the strength of my blended
research/networking/coaching/mentoring
skills rather than a stellar publication trackrecord in a cognate field. So, I hesitate to call
it a ‘lowlight’ as such - just a time when my
researcher identity felt seriously under
threat.

I did so much during my fellowship on the
research front, as well as settling into a new
city, having two children, and feeling very
much like I’d reached the next level of
building an academic career.

Editor’s Note: Dr Tseen Khoo is part of the
Research Education and Development team,
Graduate Research School, La Trobe
University. Dr Khoo is also the co-creator of
The Research Whisperer. For more
information
please
visit:
http://
www.latrobe.edu.au/researchers/grs/red/
profile/dr-tseen-khoo. Or check out: https://
theresearchwhisperer.wordpress.com/

When all else fails, I retreat and watch
creature features. That works to de-stress
every time! Lake Placid and Grabbers are
particular favourites, if you’re interested…

When all else fails, I retreat
and watch creature features.
That works to de-stress every
time! Lake Placid and
Grabbers are particular
favourites, if you’re
interested…

6) What do you consider your career
lowlight, and how did you overcome it?
I’d say my research career ‘lowlight’ was
realising that I was losing touch with my
scholarly field, and no longer an academic
contributing new knowledge to the area. It
happened while I was at RMIT as a research
grant developer (I was with the College of
Business for just over three years) and,
though I loved the job and had a heap of fun
doing it, I really, really missed doing research
and collaborating with academic colleagues
on projects. I wrote an honest post about it
on Research Whisperer - Lost and found - and
it wasn’t long after that I decided to try
getting back onto the academic side of the
fence.

Overall, then, I invite less stress into my life.
When I do start feeling under pressure, the
first thing I do is set aside time - no matter
how short - to prioritise what I’m doing and
ensure that I start carving it up into feasible
chunks of work. That’s my way of de-stressing
a whole load of tasks and deadlines.

I invite less stress
into my life

with my colleagues would be at the top of the
list.

There have been many highlights on various
fronts since that time, of course, but as far as
research highlights go, I’d say the Monash
fellowship and securing an ARC Discovery

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing
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Networking in Academia: a How-To Guide
submitted by Georgina Torbet (Reproduced with permission from inomics.com - March 24, 2015)
Networking is a concept which is somewhat
alien to many academics - you may well have
heard how important it is to create an
interactive network with other researchers in
your field, but it's hard to know how to get
started. Some people have a negative view of
networking; thinking that it involves being
deceptive or finding a way to turn every
conversation around to yourself. But it
needn't be that way! Successful networking is
all about putting you in touch with other likeminded academics or professionals with
whom you share interests. These networks
help you both by supplying information (for
example, finding someone with an expertise
in a statistical technique which you are
interested in using) and by providing you with
a way to share your research (for example,
sending your recent publications to other
researchers who could find it useful).
Networking can be a fun and rewarding way
to build up your profile within your discipline.
Networking in person: At conferences and
events
The key to successful networking is the
concept of reciprocity - that you and the
person with whom you are connecting could
be beneficial for each other's work. You
shouldn't try just to impress the other person
with your brilliance, or to hound them for
favours or insights - rather, you need to
achieve balance between the help that you
can offer to each other. So if you're talking to
someone at a conference, do ask questions
about their work and their results, and do
also offer relevant insights from your own
work if you can. Remember that the person
you are talking to also wants to cultivate a
broad network, and they are likely to be as
interested in your research as you are in
theirs.
Many academics like to practise a brief
‘elevator pitch’ of their research for use in
networking situations. This one minute
summation of yourself and your topic should
be presented in a way that would be
comprehensible to someone who was not an
expert in your field. You should be able to
convey what is interesting and unique about
you and your research in a succinct way, so
practise this for when someone asks about
your work.
Online networking: Twitter and Facebook

academics, is through the use of online social
networks. Websites such as Twitter or
Facebook allow you to share text, pictures,
links and other content. Twitter is a popular
choice of microblogging platform among
academics who want to share research with
each other and the public. All of the short
form text entries are public, so you can
quickly build up networks of experts to follow
in your topic from all over the world.
Following these expert users, retweeting
interesting content, and tweeting to promote
your own research are all ways to boost your
online profile.
Facebook tends to be used more personally,
for connecting with friends and casual social
acquaintances. But that doesn't mean you
can't use it professionally too - make sure that
your education and work information is up to
date, and be sure to set any questionable
content to be viewable only to private groups.
Your potential co-workers don't need to see
you enjoying a wild Friday night! If you've
done this, you can use Facebook to connect
with other people in you geographic area, and
there are strong communities for each
university or college which may be useful for
you.
Other networking opportunities: Seminars,
lab meetings, journal clubs & summer
schools
Don't forget that networking doesn't just
mean meeting famous and senior members of
your field. It's also important to build up
relations with your peers, to help you form
new ideas, for feedback on your research, and
for social support. Events like seminars, lab
meetings, journal clubs and summer schools
are opportunities for you to get to know new
people and hear about their work as it
happens. Offer to present at and organise
these events and you'll have even more
chances to get in contact with attendees.
Once you've met someone whose work you're
interested in, be sure to stay in touch. An
email after a conference telling someone that
you enjoyed meeting them, or a note of
thanks to a seminar organizer, for example,
will go a long way to help people remember
you. Then you can be sure that next time you
need advice, help or information, you have a
large network of people you can turn to for
help.

One of the most popular methods of
networking, particularly among young
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Networking is
important, but
potentially alien
It can be hard to know how
to get started, or to ensure
the experience is mostly
positive
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Dialogical Conferences: My New Favourite Thing
by Dr Angela Dobele
Recently, I had the good fortune to participate
in my very first dialogical conference,
Symposium on Wicked Problems on Consumer
Research, run through RMIT with support from
the Association for Consumer Research.
Associate Professor Ekant Veer, Dr Kaleel
Rahman and Associate Professor Helene
Cherrier extended an invitation to their
networks to chair a track. From there, track
chairs contacted participants to join them and
tackle a Wicked Problem.

Attend a conference
and then write the
paper?
The feelings of stupidity are a
sign, they tell you that you
are actually working hard
Fasten your seatbelts and
enjoy the ride!

The collaborative teams (tracks) are pretty big,
around ten per theme. It’s a great model for
engendering collaborations, bringing together
participants interested in a shared space but
from
different
backgrounds,
research
paradigms and methods.
In a briefing document, Wicked Problems were
defined as inherently complex, contradictory,
and difficult to solve (rather than 'evil').
What’s a dialogical conference? Simply put,
attendees spend time discussing issues and
formulating research pathways for the future
rather than presenting completed work. It's
the flipped classroom of conferences!
A critical component of the dialogical model is
track chairs that can first, identify an area of
interest that they feel fits the definition of a
'wicked problem' and second, assemble a small
team of attendees that will discuss what makes
the problems difficult to solve and identify
avenues for future research. That team (or
track) then work together to carry out that
research (including submission).
The organisers secured a special issue of the
Journal of Social Marketing for each of the
tracks to present a short research piece on
what makes the problem a Wicked one, their
conceptualising of this space and any research
work that has been carried out (subject to
normal peer review processes, of course).

dedicated space to attract good doctoral
researchers to the workshop and identify the
future leading lights in a particular track theme.
The keynote was given by Professor Julie
Ozanne,
a
Transformative
Consumer
Researcher (TCR). In her opening, Professor
Ozanne spoke of the ivory tower of academia,
and the need to break it down. Not the need
for academics to get out of their ivory towers,
but to break it down completely. “Our
research,’ she suggested, ‘cannot simply
impress (or bamboozle) our peers. It must be
read, have impact, change or improve lives ‘.
Such an opening is the perfect way to start a
dialogical conference. It set the tone for a noncompetitive frame, it outlined the expectations
in one fell swoop and it inspired.
Overall, I was very impressed with the
dialogical conference model. The real test is,
perhaps, beyond the workshop itself, in
determining actual outcomes/submissions.
Something that will be driven by track chairs
but the responsibility of all participants.
There could be some interesting future
conversations with Department Heads asking
‘You want to go to a conference, not present
anything and then write it up afterwards?’.
Yup, that’s the model, and it is working for the
TCR group.
I’m wondering if it could be paired with a
writing retreat? Symposium first, a break in
which track participants work on separate
elements and then come back together again
for a couple of days of writing.
For the increasingly competitive academic
world we all live in, the dialogical model is
definitely worth considering.
If you would like more information on the
dialogical conference model, please contact
Associate
Professor
Ekant
Veer,
ekant.veer@canterbury.ac.nz

Further, as part of their funding, each track
chair was able to offer space to one or two PhD
students. This is a great initiative as it provided
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